Unified platform to boost startups soon: Vaishnaw

‘Not Unicorn Status, But Finding Solution True Measure Of Startup Success’

Ahmedabad: Ashwin Vaishnaw, Union minister of railways, communication, electronics & IT, on Tuesday said that the measure of startup success is not just its unicorn status, but the satisfaction to find solution to an existing problem. The minister was speaking at an interactive session at Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDBI). On the occasion, Ashwin Vaishnaw also said that the union government is soon launching Startup India Public Digital Platform that will function as a unified platform for various initiatives by the government.

Answering a question about success of startups, Vaishnaw said that the purpose of any startup is defining a problem and offering a solution. Thus, not all business ideas could be startups and vice versa. “The true measure of any startup’s success is finding a solution to a problem and satisfaction derived from the process,” said the minister.

The event at EDBI was part of Digital India Week celebration which was launched by PM Narendra Modi on Monday at Mahatma Mandir in Gandhinagar.

MINISTER GOES OFF STAGE TO FELICITATE DISABLED ENTREPRENEUR

The event saw the felicitation of five entrepreneurs who have made their mark with their startups. Agnish Shishik, a person with disability, was one of the entrepreneurs. When he could not come to the stage, Ashwin Vaishnaw went off the stage to felicitate him and handed him the award at the event.

At Mahatma Mandir, Vaishnaw said that the Open Network for Digital Commerce (ONDC) has potential to become the next UK.
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Bullet train completion depends on Maha progress

With the new government with BJP as partner in power, the railway authorities are hopeful of expediting the land acquisition, which is the first crucial step towards establishing the high-speed railway line.

Later during the conference, he added that the project in Maharashtra would take off if the authorities acquire the land (required for the project). “The overall project’s completion depends on how the work progresses in Maharashtra,” he said.

In another response on deadline for the ambitious project, Vaishnaw said that the trial run would take place between Surat and Vapi – a distance of 46 km and the trial run would take place in 2024.

“Ahmedabad to Vapi stretch – which is 412 km – we expect it to be completed by 2025. Irrespective of the work in Maharashtra, the work has started, and it will continue in Gujarat... The pillars are already up at a 70 km stretch, where foundation is laid on a 180 km stretch,” said the minister. “The work is ongoing at a rapid speed – there are about 7-8 hours on the route on which the bridges are being constructed. The stations are also being constructed.”

He added that the length of stretch in Gujarat is adequate for bullet trains on its own, saying that the first bullet train in China had a track of 123 km. Vaishnaw also outlined a project for modernizing railways in Gujarat and said that 17 stations would be redeveloped in the state from Nandurbas to Ahmedabad station.
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